To: See Email Distribution List

From: Mary Wheeler
Manager of Contract Administration

Date: January 19, 2016

No Pages: 2

This addendum is issued on January 19, 2016 prior to the bid due date to add, delete, modify, clarify and/or to respond to questions submitted by prospective proposers regarding the work included in the above referenced bid request.

QUESTIONS

1. Question: Dwg. Ref. OC-E2 – Detail 2 shows type “J3” fixtures at two locations along with column line “D”, between column line 7&8 and 17&18. These fixtures are not indicated to be on the emergency circuits. Please confirm that this is the intent.

   Response: All four luminaire types serving the two “interior” exit stairs; namely Types J3, K1, X, and X1, are all on emergency circuits as indicated on the drawings as Zones 3 and 4 non-dimming emergency covering the exit stairs on the 2nd through 6th levels. All the luminaires shown between column lines C&E and 7&8; and column lines C&E and 17&18 shall be on an EM emergency circuit.

2. Question: Dwg. Ref. OC-E3 – Detail 2 shows two canopy fixture symbols with no letter designation at column line 16 between columns lines B&C. Please confirm these should be type “A1” fixtures and on normal circuit.

   Response: These luminaires appear on Dwg. OC-E2 and Dwg. OC-E3 due to their physical location in the garage and the break lines on the drawings. These luminaires are identified on Dwg. OC-E2 as Type A1.
3. Question: Dwg. Ref. OC-E5 – Detail 2 shows fixture designation “J4” at column line B/11 with no figure symbol. Please advise.

   **Response:** Disregard the “J4” designation at this location.

4. Question: Dwg. Ref. OC-E6 – Detail 2 shows symbol for surface mount fixture at the elevator lobby with no fixture designation. Please confirm this should be a type “J4” fixture as shown on the other levels.

   **Response:** That is correct; the luminaire shall be a “J4” on the EM emergency circuit.


   **Response:** Dwg. G-E5 (5TH Level) shall have luminaires on an emergency circuit. The EM locations are the same shown on Dwg. G-E3 (3RD Level).

6. Question: Dwg. Ref. G-E5 – Detail 2 shows a type “A2” fixture between column lines 7&8 and B&C and a type “A12” fixture at column line 8 between A&B. Please confirm that both fixtures should be type “A1” fixtures.

   **Response:** Both fixtures should be Type A1. Also, the fixture near Column B7 (shown as A2) shall be on an EM circuit as shown on Dwg. G-E4. This labeling correction also applies to Dwg. G-E6.

**END OF ADDENDUM TWO**